How poverty and environmental issues relate:

Have to make relevant to people in poverty: start by having conversations.
Hard because they are in survival mode…hard to get beyond immediate decisions. 
Hard for us to adjust our beliefs and values to understand. 
Challenging because when people return from prison or in general in poverty, your ability to reason and make decisions is problematic…Or it could be that the environment could be a unifying factor.
telling stories about memories that change? what did it look like when you were growing up? 
who in your family has had cancer or had detrimental health effects? ADHD >>> those questions lead to concerns about the earth.
The issue is so big, that we all feel like there isnt anything we can do.
Starting Small: growing small plants, 
Outpatient care for drug abuse helps them in their environment rather than Inpatient where they tend to relapse more.
Together/ In Community/ LongTerm
we are all in this together.  how can people be empowered…
rent bus to drive around sites in Newark…that are dangerous environmentally…research what is coming out of Owens Corning. 
someone from Newark OSU campus had breast cancer
could the downtown market be a geographically central place to gather? 
Jeremy Blake was instrumental in bussing people around Newark…
Community Garden had toxic soil…had to do raised beds…
art as interpreting…social practice….
do we really want to change something or just educate? 
even educated people put insecticide on their gardens…
how about those who are employed in industry whose jobs will be affected by anti pollution measures?
How far up the ladder/ river do we go to make things really change?
Can we attack information inequality between newark and granville…? there is no voice speaking for the environment in Newark?  Can anyone get to a healthy earth alone?  we need each other to do this.  
Earth Day is April 22?
National Office of UCC has free resources.  UCC.org
want to avoid just educating ourselves forever…steven fowler…used to be the city planners in Newark…bridge to the AME church in Newark.   
Diane Nash….how did you get started.
would people from the think tank be willing to talk with us about this?
lets visualize the earth with an extra six degrees? role of artistic practice in this process…
no choice but to use river…which is polluted…
We need all classes as voters…
south newark civic association…
what is the role of the EPA in licking county?  not there…state inspector is political appointment
superfund site in granville…solvent in the ground…funds have been cut…
ODOT garage let TCE degreaser into the ground…conspiracy theories…

